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MULTICAST CAPACITY OF OPTICAL WDM PACKET RING FOR HOTSPOT
TRAFFIC
MATTHIAS AN DER HEIDEN, MICHEL SORTAIS, MICHAEL SCHEUTZOW, MARTIN REISSLEIN, AND
MARTIN MAIER
Abstrat. Paket-swithing WDM ring networks with a hotspot transporting uniast, multiast,
and broadast tra are important omponents of high-speed metropolitan area networks. For
an arbitrary multiast fanout tra model with uniform, hotspot destination, and hotspot soure
paket tra, we analyze the maximum ahievable long-run average paket throughput, whih we
refer to as multiast apaity, of bi-diretional shortest-path routed WDM rings. We identify three
segments that an experiene the maximum utilization, and thus, limit the multiast apaity. We
haraterize the segment utilization probabilities through bounds and approximations, whih we ver-
ify through simulations. We disover that shortest-path routing an lead to utilization probabilities
above one half for moderate to large portions of hotspot soure multi- and broadast tra, and
onsequently multiast apaities of less than two simultaneous paket transmissions. We outline a
one-opy routing strategy that guarantees a multiast apaity of at least two simultaneous paket
transmissions for arbitrary hotspot soure tra.
Keywords: Hotspot tra, multiast, paket throughput, shortest path routing, spatial reuse,
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).
1. Introdution
Optial paket-swithed ring wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks have emerged as
a promising solution to alleviate the apaity shortage in the metropolitan area, whih is ommonly
referred to as metro gap. Paket-swithed ring networks, suh as the Resilient Paket Ring (RPR) [1,
2,3℄, overome many of the shortomings of iruit-swithed ring networks, suh as low provisioning
exibility for paket data tra [4℄. In addition, the use of multiple wavelength hannels in WDM
ring networks, see e.g., [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄, overomes a key limitation of RPR, whih was
originally designed for a single-wavelength hannel in eah ring diretion. In optial paket-swithed
ring networks, the destination nodes typially remove (strip) the pakets destined to them from the
ring. This destination stripping allows the destination node as well as other nodes downstream to
utilize the wavelength hannel for their own transmissions. With this so-alled spatial wavelength
reuse, multiple simultaneous transmissions an take plae on any given wavelength hannel. Spatial
wavelength reuse is maximized through shortest path routing, whereby the soure node sends a paket
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in the ring diretion that reahes the destination with the smallest hop distane, i.e., traversing the
smallest number of intermediate network nodes.
Multiast tra is widely expeted to aount for a large portion of the metro area tra due
to multi-party ommuniation appliations, suh as tele-onferenes [14℄, virtual private network
interonnetions, interative distane learning, distributed games, and ontent distribution. These
multi-party appliations are expeted to demand substantial bandwidths due to the trend to deliver
the video omponent of multimedia ontent in the High-Denition Television (HDTV) format or in
video formats with even higher resolutions, e.g., for digital inema and tele-immersion appliations.
While there is at present sant quantitative information about the multiast tra volume, there
is ample anedotal evidene of the emerging signiane of this tra type [15, 16℄. As a result,
multiasting has been identied as an important servie in optial networks [17, 18℄ and has begun
to attrat signiant attention in optial networking researh as outlined in Setion 1.1.
Metropolitan area networks onsist typially of edge rings that interonnet several aess networks
(e.g., Ethernet Passive Optial Networks) and onnet to a metro ore ring [4℄. The metro ore ring
interonnets several metro edge rings and onnets to the wide area network. The node onneting
a metro edge ring to the metro ore ring is typially a tra hotspot as it ollets/distributes tra
destined to/originating from other metro edge rings or the wide area network. Similarly, the node
onneting the metro ore ring to the wide area network is typially a tra hotspot. Examining
the apaity of optial paket-swithed ring networks for hotspot tra is therefore very important.
In this paper we examine the multiast apaity (maximum ahievable long run average multi-
ast paket throughput) of bidiretional WDM optial ring networks with a single hotspot for a
general fanout tra model omprising uniast, multiast, and broadast tra. We onsider an
arbitrary tra mix omposed of uniform tra, hotspot destination tra (from regular nodes to
the hotspot), and hotspot soure tra (from the hotspot to regular nodes). We study the widely
onsidered node arhiteture that allows nodes to transmit on all wavelength hannels, but to reeive
only on one hannel. We initially examine shortest path routing by deriving bounds and approxima-
tions for the ring segment utilization probabilities due to uniform, hotspot destination, and hotspot
soure paket tra. We prove that there are three ring segments (in a given ring diretion) that
govern the maximum segment utilization probability. For the lokwise diretion in a network with
nodes 1, 2, . . . , N and wavelengths 1, 2, . . . ,Λ (with N/Λ ≥ 1), whereby node 1 reeives on wave-
length 1, node 2 on wavelength 2, . . ., node Λ on wavelength Λ, node Λ + 1 on wavelength 1, and
so on, and with node N denoting the index of the hotspot node, the three ritial segments are
identied as:
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(i) the segment onneting the hotspot, node N , to node 1 on wavelength 1,
(ii) the segment onneting node Λ− 1 to node Λ on wavelength Λ, and
(iii) the segment onneting node N − 1 to node N on wavelength Λ.
The utilization on these three segments limits the maximum ahievable multiast paket throughput.
We observe from the derived utilization probability expressions that the utilizations of the rst two
identied segments exeed 1/2 (and approah 1) for large frations of hotspot soure multi- and
broadast tra, whereas the utilization of the third identied segment is always less than or equal
to 1/2. Thus, shortest path routing ahieves a long run average multiast throughput of less than
two simultaneous paket transmissions (and approahing one simultaneous paket transmission) for
large portions of hotspot soure multi- and broadast tra.
We speify one-opy routing whih sends only one paket opy for hotspot soure tra, while
uniform and hotspot destination paket tra is still served using shortest path routing. One-opy
routing ensures a apaity of at least two simultaneous paket transmissions for arbitrary hotspot
soure tra, and at least approximately two simultaneous paket transmissions for arbitrary over-
all tra. We verify the auray of our bounds and approximations for the segment utilization
probabilities, whih are exat in the limit N/Λ → ∞, through omparisons with utilization proba-
bilities obtained from disrete event simulations. We also quantify the gains in maximum ahievable
multiast throughput ahieved by the one-opy routing strategy over shortest path routing through
simulations.
This paper is strutured as follows. In the following subsetion, we review related work. In
Setion 2, we introdue the detailed network and tra models and formally dene the multiast
apaity. In Setion 3, we establish fundamental properties of the ring segment utilization in WDM
paket rings with shortest path routing. In Setion 4, we derive bounds and approximations for the
ring segment utilization due to uniform, hotspot destination, and hotspot soure paket tra on
the wavelengths that the hotspot is not reeiving on, i.e., wavelengths 1, 2, . . . ,Λ − 1 in the model
outlined above. In Setion 5, we derive similar utilization probability bounds and approximations for
wavelength Λ that the hotspot reeives on. In Setion 6, we prove that the three spei segments
identied above govern the maximum segment utilization and multiast apaity in the network, and
disuss impliations for paket routing. In Setion 7, we present numerial results obtained with the
derived utilization bounds and approximations and ompare with verifying simulations. We onlude
in Setion 8.
1.1. Related Work. There has been inreasing researh interest in reent years for the wide range
of aspets of multiast in general mesh iruit-swithed WDM networks, inluding lightpath design,
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see for instane [19℄, tra grooming, see e.g., [20℄, routing and wavelength assignment, see e.g., [21,
22, 23℄, and onnetion arrying apaity [24℄. Similarly, multiasting in paket-swithed single-hop
star WDM networks has been intensely investigated, see for instane [25, 26, 27, 28℄. In ontrast to
these studies, we fous on paket-swithed WDM ring networks in this paper.
Multiasting in iruit-swithed WDM rings, whih are fundamentally dierent from the paket-
swithed networks onsidered in this paper, has been extensively examined in the literature. The
sheduling of onnetions and ost-eetive design of bidiretional WDM rings was addressed, for
instane in [29℄. Cost-eetive tra grooming approahes in WDM rings have been studied for
instane in [30, 31℄. The routing and wavelength assignment in reongurable bidiretional WDM
rings with wavelength onverters was examined in [32℄. The wavelength assignment for multiasting
in iruit-swithed WDM ring networks has been studied in [33,34,35,36,37,38℄. For uniast tra,
the throughputs ahieved by dierent iruit-swithed and paket-swithed optial ring network
arhitetures are ompared in [39℄.
Optial paket-swithed WDM ring networks have been experimentally demonstrated, see for in-
stane [13,40℄, and studied for uniast tra, see for instane [5,41,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13℄. Multiasting
in paket-swithed WDM ring networks has reeived inreasing interest in reent years [42,10℄. The
photonis level issues involved in multiasting over ring WDM networks are explored in [43℄, while a
node arhiteture suitable for multiasting is studied in [44℄. The general network arhiteture and
MAC protool issues arising from multiasting in paket-swithed WDM ring networks are addressed
in [40, 45℄. The fairness issues arising when transmitting a mix of uniast and multiast tra in
a ring WDM network are examined in [46℄. The multiast apaity of paket-swithed WDM ring
networks has been examined for uniform paket tra in [47, 48, 49, 50℄. In ontrast, we onsider
non-uniform tra with a hotspot node, as it ommonly arises in metro edge rings [51℄.
Studies of non-uniform tra in optial networks have generally foused on issues arising in iruit-
swithed optial networks, see for instane [52,53,54,55,56,57,58℄. A omparison of iruit-swithing
to optial burst swithing network tehnologies, inluding a brief omparison for non-uniform tra,
was onduted in [59℄. The throughput harateristis of a mesh network interonneting routers on
an optial ring through ber shortuts for non-uniform uniast tra were examined in [60℄. The
study [61℄ onsidered the throughput harateristis of a ring network with uniform uniast tra,
where the nodes may adjust their send probabilities in a non-uniform manner. The multiast apaity
of a single-wavelength paket-swithed ring with non-uniform tra was examined in [62℄. In ontrast
to these works, we onsider non-uniform tra with an arbitrary fanout, whih aommodates a wide
range of uniast, multiast, and broadast tra mixes, in a WDM ring network.
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of the lokwise wavelength hannels of a WDM ring net-
work with N = 16 nodes and Λ = 4 wavelength hannels.
2. System Model and Notations
We let N denote the number of network nodes, whih we index sequentially by i, i = 1, . . . , N , in
the lokwise diretion and let M := {1, . . . , N} denote the set of network nodes. For onveniene,
we label the nodes modulo N , e.g., node N is also denoted by 0 or −N . We onsider the family
of node strutures where eah node an transmit on any wavelength using either one or multiple
tunable transmitters (TTs) or an array of Λ xed-tuned transmitters
(
FTΛ
)
, and reeive on one
wavelength using a single xed-tuned reeiver (FR).
For N = Λ, eah node has its own home hannel for reeption. For N > Λ, eah wavelength is
shared by η := N/Λ nodes, whih we assume to be an integer. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we let
y
u i denote
the lokwise oriented ring segment onneting node i− 1 to node i. Analogously, we let
x
u i denote
the ounter lokwise oriented ring segment onneting node i to node i− 1. Eah ring deploys the
same set of wavelength hannels {1, . . . ,Λ}, one set on the lokwise ring and another set on the
ounterlokwise ring. The nodes n = λ + kΛ with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , η − 1} share the drop wavelength
λ. We refer to the inoming edges of these nodes, i.e., the edges
y
uλ+kΛ and
x
uλ+1+kΛ, as ritial
edges on λ.
For multiast tra, the sending node generates a opy of the multiast paket for eah wavelength
that is drop wavelength for at least one destination node. Denote by S the node that is the sender.
We introdue the random set of destinations (fanout set) F ⊂ ({1, 2, . . . , N} \ {S}). Moreover, we
dene the set of ative nodes A as the union of the sender and all destinations, i.e., A := F ∪ {S}.
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We onsider a tra model ombining a portion α of uniform tra, a portion β of hotspot
destination tra, and a portion γ of hotspot soure tra with α, β, γ ≥ 0 and α+ β + γ = 1:
Uniformtra: A given generated paket is a uniform tra paket with probability α. For
suh a paket, the sending node is hosen uniformly at random amongst all network nodes
{1, 2, . . . , N}. One the sender S is hosen, the number of reeivers (fanout) l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N−
1} is hosen at random aording to a disrete probability distribution (µl)
N−1
l=1 . One the
fanout l is hosen, the random set of destinations (fanout set) F ⊂ ({1, 2, . . . , N} \ {S}) is
hosen uniformly at random amongst all subsets of {1, 2, . . . , N} \ {S} having ardinality l.
We denote by Pα the probability measure assoiated with uniform tra.
Hotspotdestination tra: A given paket is a hotspot destination tra paket with prob-
ability β. For a hotspot destination tra paket, node N is always a destination. The
sending node is hosen uniformly at random amongst the other nodes {1, 2, . . . , N − 1}.
One the sender S is hosen, the fanout l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N − 1} is hosen at random aording
to a disrete probability distribution (νl)
N−1
l=1 . One the fanout l is hosen, a random fanout
subset F ′ ⊂ ({1, 2, . . . , N − 1} \ {S}) is hosen uniformly at random amongst all subsets of
{1, 2, . . . , N − 1} \ {S} having ardinality (l − 1), and the fanout set is F = F ′ ∪ {N}. We
denote by Qβ the probability measure assoiated with hotspot destination tra.
Hotspot soure tra: A given paket is a hotspot soure tra paket with probability γ.
For suh a paket, the sending node is hosen to be node N . The fanout 1 ≤ l ≤ (N − 1) is
hosen at random aording to a disrete prob. distribution (κl)
N−1
l=1 . One the fanout l is
hosen, a random fanout set F ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N−1} is hosen uniformly at random amongst all
subsets of {1, 2, . . . , N − 1} having ardinality l. We denote by Qγ the probability measures
assoiated with hotspot soure tra.
While our analysis assumes that the tra type, the soure node, the fanout, and the fanout set
are drawn independently at random, this independene assumption is not ritial for the analysis.
Our results hold also for tra patterns with orrelations, as long as the long run average segment
utilizations are equivalent to the utilizations with the independene assumption. For instane, our
results hold for a orrelated tra model where a given soure node transmits with a probability
p < 1 to exatly the same set of destinations as the previous paket sent by the node, and with
probability 1− p to an independently randomly drawn number and set of destination nodes.
We denote by P lα the probability measure Pα onditioned upon |F| = l, and dene Q
l
β and Q
l
γ
analogously. We denote the set of nodes with drop wavelength λ by
(2.1) Mλ := {λ+ kΛ | k ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1}} .
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The set of all destinations with drop wavelength λ is then
(2.2) Fλ := F ∩Mλ.
Moreover, we use the following notation: For ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} we denote the probability of ℓ
destinations on wavelength λ by µλ,ℓ, νλ,ℓ, and κλ,ℓ for uniform, hotspot destination, and hotspot
soure tra, respetively. Sine the fanout set is hosen uniformly at random among all subsets
of {1, 2, . . . , N} \ {S} having ardinality l, these usage-probabilities an be expressed by µl, νl, and
κl. Depending on whether the sender is on the drop-wavelength or not, we obtain slightly dierent
expressions. As will beome evident shortly, it sues to fous on the ase where the sender is
on the onsidered drop wavelength λ, i.e., S ∈ Mλ, sine the relevant probabilities are estimated
through omparisons with transformations (enlarged, redued or right/left-shifted ring introdued
in Appendix A) that put the sender in Mλ.
Through elementary ombinatorial onsiderations we obtain the following probability distribu-
tions: For uniform tra, the probability for having ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , l ∧ η} destinations on wavelength λ
is
(2.3) µλ,ℓ :=
N−1∑
l=max(1,ℓ)
(
η
ℓ
)(
N−η
l−ℓ
)
(
N
l
) µl.
For hotspot destination tra, we obtain for wavelengths λ 6= Λ and ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , (l − 1) ∧ η}
(2.4) νλ,ℓ :=
N−1∑
l=max(1,ℓ)
(
η
ℓ
)(
N−η−1
l−ℓ−1
)
(
N−1
l−1
) νl,
as well as for wavelength Λ homing the hotspot and ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , l ∧ η}
(2.5) νΛ,ℓ :=
N−1∑
l=1
(
η−1
ℓ−1
)(
N−η
l−ℓ
)
(
N−1
l−1
) νl.
Finally, for hotspot soure tra, we obtain for λ 6= Λ and ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , l ∧ η}
(2.6) κλ,ℓ :=
N−1∑
l=max(1,ℓ)
(
η
ℓ
)(
N−1−η
l−ℓ
)
(
N−1
l
) κl
and for λ = Λ and ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , l ∧ (η − 1)}
(2.7) κΛ,ℓ :=
N−1∑
l=max(1,ℓ)
(
η−1
ℓ
)(
N−η
l−ℓ
)
(
N−1
l
) κl.
For a given wavelength λ, we denote by pℓα,λ the probability measure Pα onditioned upon |Fλ| = ℓ,
and dene qℓβ,λ and q
ℓ
γ,λ analogously.
Remark 2.1. Whenever it is lear whih wavelength λ is onsidered we omit the subsript λ and
write pℓα, q
ℓ
β, or q
ℓ
γ .
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We introdue the set of ative nodes Aλ on a given drop wavelength λ as
(2.8) Aλ := Fλ ∪ {S} .
We order the nodes in this set in inreasing order of their node indies, i.e.,
(2.9) Aλ = {Xλ,1,Xλ,2, . . . ,Xλ,ℓ+1}, 1 ≤ Xλ,1 < Xλ,2 < . . . < Xλ,ℓ+1 ≤ N,
and onsider the gaps
(2.10) Xλ,1 + (N −Xλ,ℓ+1), (Xλ,2 −Xλ,1), . . . , (Xλ,ℓ+1 −Xλ,ℓ),
between suessive nodes in the set Aλ. We have denoted here again by ℓ ≡ ℓλ the random number
of destinations with drop wavelength λ.
For shortest path routing, i.e., to maximize spatial wavelength reuse, we determine the largest
of these gaps. Sine there may be a tie among the largest gaps (in whih ase one of the largest
gaps is hosen uniformly at random), we denote the seleted largest gap as CLGλ (for Chosen
Largest Gap). Suppose the CLGλ is between nodes Xλ,i−1 and Xλ,i. With shortest path routing,
the paket is then sent from the sender S to node Xλ,i−1, and from the sender S to node Xλ,i in the
opposite diretion. Thus, the largest gap is not traversed by the paket transmission.
Note that by symmetry, P{
y
u1 is used} = P{
x
uN is used}, and P{
y
uN is used} = P{
x
u1 is used}.
More generally, for reasons of symmetry, it sues to ompute the utilization probabilities for the
lokwise oriented edges. For n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, we abbreviate
(2.11)
y
nλ :=
y
un is used on wavelength λ.
It will be onvenient to all node N also node 0. We let Gλ, Gλ = 0, . . . , N −1, be a random variable
denoting the rst node bordering the hosen largest gap on wavelength λ, when this gap is onsidered
lokwise.
The utilization probability for the lokwise segment n on wavelength λ is given by
(2.12) P
(
y
nλ
)
=
η∑
ℓ=0
(
α · pℓα
(
y
nλ
)
· µλ,ℓ + β · q
ℓ
β
(
y
nλ
)
· νλ,ℓ + γ · q
ℓ
γ
(
y
nλ
)
· κλ,ℓ
)
.
Our primary performane metri is the maximum paket throughout (stability limit). More speif-
ially, we dene the (eetive) multiast apaity CM as the maximum number of pakets (with a
given tra pattern) that an be sent simultaneously in the long run, and note that CM is given as
the reiproal of the largest ring segment utilization probability, i.e.,
CM :=
1
maxn∈{1,...,N}maxλ∈{1,...,Λ} P
(
y
nλ
) .(2.13)
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3. General Properties of Segment Utilization
First, we prove a general reursion formula for shortest path routing.
Proposition 3.1. Let λ ∈ {1, . . . ,Λ} be a xed wavelength. For all nodes n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1},
P
(
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
= P
(
y
nλ
)
+ P (S = n)− P (Gλ = n) .(3.1)
Proof. There are two omplementary events leading to
y
(n+ 1)λ: (A) the paket traverses (on wave-
length λ) both the lokwise segment
y
un+1 and the preeding lokwise segment
y
un, i.e., the sender
is a node S 6= n, and (B) node n is the sender (S = n) and transmits the paket in the lokwise
diretion, so that it traverses segment
y
un+1 following node n (in the lokwise diretion). Formally,
P
(
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
= P
(
y
nλ and
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
+ P
(
S = n and
y
(n + 1)λ
)
.(3.2)
Next, note that the event that the lokwise segment
y
un is traversed an be deomposed into two
omplementary events, namely (a) segments
y
un and
y
un+1 are traversed, and (b) segment
y
un is
traversed, but not segment
y
un+1, i.e.,
P
(
y
nλ
)
= P
(
y
nλ and
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
+ P
(
y
nλ and not
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
.(3.3)
Similarly, we an deompose the event of node n being the sender as
(3.4) P (S = n) = P
(
S = n and
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
+ P
(
S = n and not
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
.
Hene, we an express P
(
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
as
P
(
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
= P
(
y
nλ
)
− P
(
y
nλ and not
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
+P (S = n)− P
(
S = n and not
y
(n + 1)λ
)
.(3.5)
Now, note that there are two omplementary events that result in the CLG to start at node n, suh
that lokwise segment n + 1 is inside the CLG: (i) node n is the last destination node reahed by
the lokwise transmission, i.e., segment n is used, but segment n+1 is not used, and (ii) node n is
the sender and transmits only a paket opy in the ounter lokwise diretion. Hene,
P (Gλ = n) = P
(
y
nλ and not
y
(n + 1)λ
)
+ P
(
S = n and not
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
.(3.6)
Therefore, we obtain the general reursion
(3.7) P
(
y
(n+ 1)λ
)
= P
(
y
nλ
)
+ P (S = n)− P (Gλ = n) .

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We introdue the left (ounter lokwise) shift and the right (lokwise) shift of node n to be ⌊n⌋λ
and ⌈n⌉λ given by
(3.8) ⌊n⌋λ :=
⌊
n− λ
Λ
⌋
Λ+ λ and ⌈n⌉λ :=
⌈
n− λ
Λ
⌉
Λ + λ.
The ounter lokwise shift maps a node n not homed on λ onto the nearest node in the ounter
lokwise diretion that is homed on λ. Similarly, the lokwise shift maps a node n not homed on
λ onto the losest node in the lokwise diretion that is homed on λ.
For the tra on wavelength λ, we obtain by repeated appliation of Proposition 3.1
P
(
y
(⌈n⌉λ)λ
)
= P
(
y
nλ
)
+
⌈n⌉λ−1∑
i=n
P (S = i)−
⌈n⌉λ−1∑
i=n
P (Gλ = i)(3.9)
= P
(
y
nλ
)
+ P (S ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1})− P (Gλ ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1}) .(3.10)
Note that the CLG on λ an only start (i) at the soure node, irrespetive of whether it is on λ,
or (ii) at a destination node on λ. Consider a given node n that is not on λ, then the nodes in
{n, n + 1, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1} are not on λ. (If node n is on λ, i.e., n = ⌈n⌉λ, then trivially the set
{n, n+1, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ− 1} is empty and P
(
y
(⌈n⌉λ)λ
)
= P
(
y
nλ
)
.) Hene, the CLG on λ an only start
at a node in {n, n+ 1, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1} if that node is the soure node, i.e.,
(3.11) P (Gλ ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1}) = P (Gλ = S ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1}) .
Next, note that the event that a node in {n, n+1, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ−1} is the soure node an be deomposed
into the two omplementary events (i) a node in {n, n+1, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ− 1} is the soure node and the
CLG on λ starts at that node, and (ii) a node in {n, n + 1, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1} is the soure node and
the CLG does not start at that node. Hene,
(3.12)
P (S ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1}) = P (Gλ = S ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1}) + P (S ∈ {n, . . . ,m− 1} ,Gλ 6= S) .
Inserting (3.11) and (3.12) in (3.10) we obtain
(3.13) P
(
y
(⌈n⌉λ)λ
)
= P
(
y
nλ
)
+ P (S ∈ {n, . . . ,m− 1} ,Gλ 6= S)
whih diretly leads to
Corollary 3.2. The usage of non-ritial segments is smaller than the usage of ritial segments,
more preisely for n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}:
P
(
y
nλ
)
= P
(
y
(⌈n⌉λ)λ
)
− P (S ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1} ,Gλ 6= S) .(3.14)
To ompare the expeted length of the largest gap on a wavelength in the WDM ring with the
expeted length of the largest gap in the single wavelength ring, we introdue the enlarged and
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redued ring in Appendix A. In brief, in the enlarged ring, an extra node is added on the onsidered
wavelength between the λ-neighbors of the soure node. This enlargement results in (a) a set of η+1
nodes homed on the onsidered wavelength, and (b) an enlarged set of ative nodes A+λ ontaining
the original destination nodes plus the added extra node (whih in a sense represents the soure
node on the onsidered wavelength) for a total of ℓ + 1 ative nodes. The expeted length of the
largest gap on this enlarged wavelength ring with ℓ+1 ative nodes among η+1 nodes homed on the
wavelength (A) is equivalent to Λ times the expeted length of the largest gap on a single wavelength
ring with l = ℓ destination nodes and one soure node among N nodes homed on the ring, and (B)
provides an upper bound on the expeted length of the largest gap on the original wavelength ring
(before the enlargement).
In the redued ring, the left- and right-shifted soure node are merged into one node on the
onsidered wavelength, resulting (a) in a set of η−1 nodes homed on the onsidered wavelength, and
(b) a set A−λ of ℓ− 1, ℓ, or ℓ+1 ative nodes. The expeted length of the largest gap dereases with
inreasing number of ative nodes, hene we onsider the ase with ℓ + 1 ative nodes for a lower
bound. The expeted length of the largest gap on the redued wavelength ring with ℓ + 1 ative
nodes among η− 1 nodes homed on the wavelength (A) is equivalent to Λ times the expeted length
of the largest gap on a single wavelength ring with l = ℓ destination nodes and one soure node
among N nodes homed on the ring, and (B) provides a lower bound on the expeted length of the
largest gap on the original wavelength ring (before the redution). From these two onstrutions,
whih are formally provided in Appendix A, we diretly obtain:
Proposition 3.3. Given that the ardinality of Fλ is ℓ, the expeted length of the CLG on wavelength
λ is bounded by:
(3.15) Λ · g (ℓ, η − 1) ≤ Eℓ (|CLGλ|) ≤ Λ · g (ℓ, η + 1) ,
where g (l,N) denotes the expeted length of the CLG for a single wavelength ring with N nodes,
when the ative set is hosen uniformly at random from all subsets of {1, . . . , N} with ardinality
(l + 1).
The expeted length of the largest gap g(l,N) [63℄ is given for l = 0, . . . , N − 1, by g(l,N) =∑N
k=1 k ·ql,N (k), where ql,N (·) denotes the distribution of the length of the largest gap. Let pl,N(k) =(
N−k−1
l−1
)
/
(
N−1
l
)
denote the probability that an arbitrary gap has k hops. Then the distribution ql,N
may be omputed using the reursion
ql,N(k) = pl,N(k) ·
k∑
m=1
ql−1,N−k(m) +
k−1∑
m=1
pl,N(m) · ql−1,N−m(k)(3.16)
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together with the initialization q0,N (k) = δN,k and qN−1,N (k) = δ1,k, where δN,k denotes the Kro-
neker Delta. Whereby, q0,N (k) = δN,k means a ring with only one ative node has only one gap
of length N , hene the largest gap has length N with probability one. Similarly, qN−1,N (k) = δ1,k
means a ring with all nodes ative (broadast ase) has N gaps with length one, hene the largest
gap has length 1 with probability one. This initialization diretly implies g(0, N) = N as well as
g(N − 1, N) = 1. Obviously, we have to set g(l,N) = 0 for l ≥ N .
4. Bounds on Segment Utilization for λ 6= Λ
4.1. Uniform Tra. In the setting of uniform tra, one has for all n ∈ {−Λ+ λ+ 1, . . . , λ} and
k ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1}, for reasons of symmetry:
(4.1) Pα
(
y
nλ
)
= Pα
(
y
(n+ kΛ)λ
)
.
For n ∈ {−Λ + λ+ 1, . . . , λ}, the dierene between ritial and non-ritial edges, orresponding
to Corollary 3.2, an be estimated by
0 ≤ Pα (S ∈ {n, . . . , λ− 1} ,Gλ 6= S)
≤ Pα (S ∈ {n, . . . , λ− 1}) =
λ− n
N
.(4.2)
With shortest path routing, on average N − Eα (|CLG|λ) segments are traversed on λ to serve a
uniform tra paket. Equivalently, we obtain the expeted number of traversed segments by sum-
ming the utilization probabilities of the individual segments, i.e., as
∑N
n=1 Pα
(
y
nλ
)
+
∑N
n=1 Pα
(
x
nλ
)
,
whih, due to symmetry, equals 2
∑N
n=1 Pα
(
y
nλ
)
. Hene,
N − Eα (|CLG|λ) = 2
N∑
n=1
Pα
(
y
nλ
)
(4.3)
and
Eα (|CLG|λ) = N − 2
N∑
n=1
Pα
(
y
nλ
)
(4.4)
= N − 2η
λ∑
k=−Λ+λ+1
Pα
(
y
k λ
)
.(4.5)
Expressing Pα
(
y
k λ
)
using Corollary 3.2, we obtain
(4.6) Eα (|CLG|λ) = N − 2NPα
(
y
λλ
)
+ 2η
λ∑
k=−Λ+λ+1
Pα (S ∈ {k, . . . , λ− 1},Gλ 6= S) .
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Solving for Pα
(
y
λλ
)
yields
(4.7) Pα
(
y
λλ
)
=
1
2
−
1
2N
Eα (|CLG|λ) +
1
Λ
λ∑
k=−Λ+λ+1
Pα (S ∈ {k, . . . , λ− 1},Gλ 6= S) .
Hene, the inequalities (4.2) lead to
(4.8)
1
2
−
1
2N
Eα (|CLG|λ) ≤ Pα
(
y
λλ
)
≤
1
2
−
1
2N
Eα (|CLG|λ) +
Λ− 1
2N
.
Employing the bounds for Eα (|CLG|λ) from Proposition 3.3 gives
(4.9)
1
2
−
1
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η + 1)µλ,ℓ ≤ Pα
(
y
λλ
)
≤
1
2
−
1
2η
η−2∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η − 1)µλ,ℓ +
Λ− 1
2N
.
4.2. Hotspot Destination Tra. The only dierene to uniform tra is that N annot be a
sender, sine it is already a destination, i.e.,
(4.10) qℓβ
(
y
nλ
)
= pℓα
(
y
nλ |S 6= N
)
.
Using pℓα (S = N) =
1
N
, we obtain
qℓβ
(
y
nλ
)
=
N
N − 1
pℓα
(
y
nλ
)
−
1
N − 1
pℓα
(
y
nλ |S = N
)
(4.11)
=
N
N − 1
pℓα
(
y
nλ
)
−
1
N − 1
qℓγ
(
y
nλ
)
.(4.12)
Due to the fator
1
N−1 , the seond term is negligible in the ontext of large networks.
4.3. Hotspot Soure Tra. Sine node N is the sender (and given that there is at least one
destination node on λ), it sends a paket opy over segment
y
un on wavelength λ if the CLG on λ
starts at a node with index n or higher. Hene, the usage probability of a segment an be omputed
as
(4.13) qℓγ
(
y
nλ
)
= qℓγ (Gλ ≥ n)
for n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We notie immediately that qℓγ
(
y
nλ
)
is monotone dereasing in n. Moreover,
for all n ∈ {1, . . . , (η − 1) Λ + λ}, Equation (3.14) simplies to
qℓγ
(
y
nλ
)
= qℓγ
(
y
(⌈n⌉λ)λ
)
(4.14)
sine the sender is node N ≡ 0 and onsequently P (S ∈ {n, . . . , ⌈n⌉λ − 1} ,Gλ 6= S) = 0 for the
onsidered n ∈ {1, . . . , (η − 1) Λ + λ}. Sine qℓγ
(
y
nλ
)
is monotone dereasing in n, the maximally
used ritial segment on wavelength λ is
y
uλ.
With node N being the sender, the CLG on λ an only start at the soure node N ≡ 0, or at a
destination node homed on λ. If the CLG does not start at N ≡ 0, the segment
y
uλ leading to the
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rst node homed on λ, namely node λ, is utilized. Hene,
(4.15) qℓγ
(
y
λλ
)
= qℓγ (Gλ 6= 0) .
Observe that
(4.16) qℓγ (Gλ = 0) < q
ℓ
γ (GΛ−λ = 0) for λ <
Λ
2
,
whih is exploited in Setion 4.4.
Enlarging the ring leads to
(4.17) qℓγ (Gλ = 0) ≤ q
ℓ
γ
(
G+λ = 0
)
=
1
ℓ+ 1
,
sine the gaps bordering node 0 are enlarged whereas the lengths of all other gaps are unhanged.
A right shifting of S yields the following lower bound:
qℓγ (Gλ = 0) ≥ q
ℓ
γ (G
→
λ = 0 |λ /∈ Fλ) q
ℓ
γ (λ /∈ Fλ)(4.18)
=
1
ℓ+ 1
(
1−
ℓ
η
)
.(4.19)
Thus,
1−
1
ℓ+ 1
≤ qℓγ
(
y
λλ
)
≤ 1−
1
ℓ+ 1
(
1−
ℓ
η
)
.(4.20)
4.4. Summary of Segment Utilization Bounds and Approximation for λ 6= Λ. For λ 6= Λ
we obtain from (2.12) and (4.12)
P
(
y
nλ
)
=
η∑
ℓ=0
(
pℓα
(
y
nλ
)(
αµλ,ℓ +
N
N − 1
βνλ,ℓ
)
+ qℓγ
(
y
nλ
)(
γκλ,ℓ −
1
N − 1
βνλ,ℓ
))
.(4.21)
Using Corollary 3.2 for pℓα and (4.13) for q
ℓ
γ yields
(4.22) max
n∈M
P
(
y
nλ
)
= P
(
y
λλ
)
,
i.e., the segment number λ experienes the maximum utilization on wavelength λ. Moreover, in-
equality (4.16) yields
(4.23) max
λ6=Λ
max
n∈M
P
(
y
nλ
)
= P
(
y
1 1
)
,
i.e., the rst segment on wavelength 1, experienes the maximum utilization among all segments on
all wavelengths λ 6= Λ.
From (4.21) in onjuntion with (4.9) and (4.20) we obtain
P
(
y
1 1
)
≥
1
2
(
α+
N
N − 1
β
)
−
1
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g (ℓ, η + 1)
(
αµ1,ℓ +
N
N − 1
βν1,ℓ
)
+
+
η∑
ℓ=0
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
(
γκ1,ℓ −
1
N − 1
βν1,ℓ
)
=: p1l(4.24)
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and
P
(
y
1 1
)
≤
1
2
(
1 +
Λ− 1
N
)(
α+
N
N − 1
β
)
−
1
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g (ℓ, η − 1)
(
αµ1,ℓ +
N
N − 1
βν1,ℓ
)
+
η∑
ℓ=0
ℓ (η + 1)
(ℓ+ 1) η
(
γκ1,ℓ −
1
N − 1
βν1,ℓ
)
=: p1u.(4.25)
We obtain an approximation of the segment utilization by onsidering the behavior of these bounds
for large η = NΛ . Large η imply
η+1
η
∼ 1 as well as N
N−1 ∼ 1, and g(ℓ, η − 1) ∼ g(ℓ, η + 1).
Intuitively, this last relation means that the expeted length of the largest gap on a ring network
with ℓ destination nodes among η − 1 nodes is approximately equal to the largest gap when there
are ℓ destination nodes among η + 1 nodes. With these onsiderations we an simplify the bounds
given above and obtain the approximation (valid for large η):
P
(
y
1 1
)
∼
1
2
(α+ β)−
1
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η) (αµ1,ℓ + βν1,ℓ) + γ
η∑
ℓ=0
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
κ1,ℓ =: p1a.(4.26)
5. Bounds on Segment Utilization for λ = Λ
For uniform tra this ase, of ourse, does not dier from the ase λ 6= Λ.
5.1. Hotspot Destination Tra. Sine N is a destination node, by symmetry it is reahed by
a lokwise transmission with probability one half, i.e.,
(5.1) Qβ
(
y
NΛ
)
=
1
2
.
For hotspot destination tra, node N an not be the sender, i.e., Qβ (S = N) = 0. Hene, by
Proposition 3.1:
(5.2) Qβ
(
y
1Λ
)
=
1
2
−Qβ (GΛ = 0) .
Moreover, we have from Corollary 3.2 with n = 1 and λ = Λ:
(5.3) Qβ
(
y
ΛΛ
)
= Qβ
(
y
1Λ
)
+Qβ (S ∈ {1, . . . ,Λ− 1} ,GΛ 6= S) .
To estimate Qβ (GΛ = 0), we introdue, as before, the left- resp. right-shift of S, given by
(5.4) ⌊S⌋Λ :=
⌊
S
Λ
⌋
Λ and ⌈S⌉Λ :=
⌈
S
Λ
⌉
Λ.
Left and right shifting of S leads to the following bounds for the probability qℓβ (GΛ = 0), whih are
proven in Appendix B.
Proposition 5.1. For hotspot destination tra, onditioning on the ardinality of FΛ to be ℓ, the
probability that the CLG starts at node 0 is bounded by:
(5.5)
1
ℓ+ 1
(
1−
1
ℓη
)
≤ qℓβ (GΛ = 0) ≤
1
ℓ+ 1
(
1 +
1
η
)
.
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Inserting the bounds from Proposition 5.1 and noting that 0 ≤ Qβ (S ∈ {1, . . . ,Λ− 1} ,GΛ 6= S) ≤
(Λ− 1)/(2N) leads to
(5.6) Qβ
(
y
ΛΛ
)
≤
1
2
−
η∑
ℓ=1
νΛ,ℓ
1
ℓ+ 1
(
1−
1
ℓη
)
+
Λ− 1
2N
and
(5.7) Qβ
(
y
ΛΛ
)
≥
1
2
−
N−1∑
ℓ=1
νΛ,ℓ
1
ℓ+ 1
(
1 +
1
η
)
.
5.2. Hotspot Soure Tra. Sine we know that N is the sender and has drop wavelength Λ,
we have a symmetri setting on FΛ and an diretly apply the results of the single wavelength
setting [62℄.
In partiular, we obtain from Setion 3.1.3 in [62℄ for ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1}
(5.8) qℓγ
(
y
NΛ
)
= 0
and
(5.9) qℓγ
(
y
ΛΛ
)
= qℓγ (GΛ 6= 0) =
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
.
5.3. Summary of Segment Utilization Bounds and Approximation for λ = Λ. Inserting the
bounds derived in the preeding setions in (2.12), we obtain
P
(
y
ΛΛ
)
≥
1
2
α
(
1−
1
η
η∑
ℓ=0
g (ℓ, η + 1)µΛ,ℓ
)
+
1
2
β
(
1−
η∑
ℓ=1
2(η + 1)
(ℓ+ 1)η
νΛ,ℓ
)
+(5.10)
+γ
η−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
κΛ,ℓ =: pLl
and
P
(
y
ΛΛ
)
≤
1
2
α
(
1 +
Λ− 1
N
−
1
η
η∑
ℓ=0
g (ℓ, η − 1)µΛ,ℓ
)
+
1
2
β
(
1 +
Λ− 1
N
−
η∑
ℓ=1
2(ℓη − 1)
(ℓ+ 1)ℓη
νΛ,ℓ
)
+
+γ
η−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
κΛ,ℓ =: pLu,(5.11)
whereby µΛ,ℓ is given by setting λ = Λ in (2.3). Moreover,
P
(
y
NΛ
)
≥
1
2
α
(
1−
1
η
η∑
ℓ=0
g (ℓ, η + 1)µΛ,ℓ
)
+
1
2
β =: pNl(5.12)
and
P
(
y
NΛ
)
≤
1
2
α
(
1 +
Λ− 1
N
−
1
η
η∑
ℓ=0
g (ℓ, η − 1)µΛ,ℓ
)
+
1
2
β =: pNu.(5.13)
Considering again these bounds for large η, we obtain the approximations:
P
(
y
ΛΛ
)
∼
1
2
(α+ β)−
α
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η)µΛ,ℓ − β
η∑
ℓ=1
1
ℓ+ 1
νΛ,ℓ + γ
η−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
κΛ,ℓ =: pLa(5.14)
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as well as
P
(
y
NΛ
)
∼
1
2
(α + β)−
α
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η)µΛ,ℓ =: pNa.(5.15)
6. Evaluation of Largest Segment Utilization and Seletion of Routing Strategy
With (4.23) and a detailed onsideration of wavelength λ = Λ, we prove in Appendix C the main
theoretial result:
Theorem 6.1. The maximum segment utilization probability is
(6.1) max
n∈{1,...,N}
max
λ∈{1,...,Λ}
P
(
y
nλ
)
= max
{
P
(
y
1 1
)
,P
(
y
ΛΛ
)
,P
(
y
NΛ
)}
.
It thus remains to ompute the three probabilities on the right hand side. We have no exat
result in the most general setting (it would be possible to give reursive formulae, but these would
be prohibitively omplex). However, we have given upper and lower bounds and approximations
in Setions 4.4 and 5.3, whih math rather well in most situations, as demonstrated in the next
setion, and have the same asymptotis when η →∞ while Λ remains xed.
Toward assessing the onsidered shortest-path routing strategy, we diretly observe, that P
(
y
NΛ
)
is always less or equal to
1
2 . On the other hand, the rst two usage probabilities will, for γ large
enough, beome larger than
1
2 , espeially for hotspot soure tra with moderate to large fanouts.
Hene, shortest-path routing will result in a multiast apaity of less than two for large portions of
hotspot soure multi- and broadast tra, whih may arise in ontent distribution, suh as for IP
TV.
The intuitive explanation for the high utilization of the segments
y
1 1 and
y
ΛΛ with shortest-path
routing for multi- and broadast hotspot soure tra is a follows. Consider the transmission of
a given hotspot soure tra paket with destinations on wavelength Λ homing the hotspot. If
the paket has a single destination uniformly distributed among the other η − 1 nodes homed on
wavelength Λ, then the CLG is adjaent and to the left (i.e., in the ounter lokwise sense) of the
hotspot with probability one half. Hene, with probability one half a paket opy is sent in the
lokwise diretion, utilizing the segment
y
ΛΛ. With an inreasing number of uniformly distributed
destination nodes on wavelength Λ, it beomes less likely that the CLG is adjaent and to the left
of the hotspot, resulting in inreased utilization of segment
y
ΛΛ. In the extreme ase of a broadast
destined from the hotspot to all other η − 1 nodes homed on Λ, the CLG is adjaent and to the
left of the hotspot with probability 1/η, i.e., segment
y
ΛΛ is utilized with probability 1− 1/η. With
probability 1−2/η the CLG is not adjaent to the hotspot, resulting in two paket opy transmissions,
i.e., a paket opy is sent in eah ring diretion.
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For wavelength 1, the situation is subtly dierent due to the rotational oset of the nodes homed
on wavelength 1 from the hotspot. That is, node 1 has a hop distane of 1 from the hotspot (in the
lokwise diretion), whereas the highest indexed node on wavelength 1, namely node (η − 1)Λ + 1
has a hop distane of Λ− 1 from the hotspot (in the ounter lokwise diretion). As for wavelength
Λ, for a given paket with a single uniformly distributed destination on wavelength 1, the CLG is
adjaent and to the left of the hotspot with probability one half, and the paket onsequently utilizes
segment
y
1 1 with probability one half. With inreasing number of destinations, the probability of
the CLG being adjaent and to the left of the hotspot dereases, and the utilization of segment
y
1 1
inreases, similar to the ase for wavelength Λ. For a broadast destined to all η nodes on wavelength
1, the situation is dierent from wavelength Λ, in that the CLG is never adjaent to the hotspot,
i.e., the hotspot always sends two paket opies, one in eah ring diretion.
6.1. One-Copy (OC) Routing. To overome the high utilization of the segments
y
1 1 and
y
ΛΛ due
to hotpot soure multi- and broadast tra, we propose one-opy (OC) routing : With one-opy
routing, uniform tra and hotspot destination tra are still served using shortest path routing.
Hotspot soure tra is served using the following ounter-based poliy. We dene the ounter Yλ
to denote the number of nodes homed on λ that would need to be traversed to reah all destinations
on λ with one paket transmission in the lokwise diretion (whereby the nal reahed destination
node ounts as a traversed node). If Yλ < η/2, then one paket opy is sent in the lokwise diretion
to reah all destinations. If Yλ > η/2, then one paket opy is sent in the ounter lokwise diretion
to reah all destinations. Ties, i.e., Yλ = η/2, are served in either lokwise or ounter lokwise
diretion with probability one half. For hotspot soure tra with arbitrary tra fanout, this
ounter-based one-opy routing ensures a maximum utilization of one half on any ring segment.
Note that the ounter-based poliy onsiders only the nodes homed on the onsidered wavelength λ
to ensure that the rotational oset between the wavelength Λ homing the hotspot and the onsidered
wavelength λ does not aet the routing deisions.
We propose the following strategy for swithing between shortest path (SP) and one-opy (OC)
routing. Shortest path routing is employed if both (4.26) and (5.14) are less than one half. If (4.26)
or (5.14) exeeds one half, then one-opy routing is used. For the pratial implementation of this
swithing strategy, the hotspot an periodially estimate the urrent tra parameters, i.e., the tra
portions α, β, and γ as well as the orresponding fanout distributions µl, νl, and κl, l = 1, . . . , N−1,
for instane, through a ombination of tra measurements and histori tra patterns, similar
to [64, 65, 66, 67, 68℄. From these tra parameter estimates, the hotspot an then evaluate (4.26)
and (5.14).
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To obtain a more rened riterion for swithing between shortest path routing and one-opy
routing we proeed as follows. We haraterize the maximum segment utilization with shortest path
routing more expliitly by inserting (4.26), (5.14), and (5.15) in (6.2) to obtain:
max
n∈{1,...,N}
max
λ∈{1,...,Λ}
P
(
y
nλ
)
=
1
2
(α+ β)−
α
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η)µ1,ℓ
+max
{
0, −
β
2η
η∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η)ν1,ℓ + γ
η∑
ℓ=0
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
κ1,ℓ, −β
η∑
ℓ=1
1
ℓ+ 1
νΛ,ℓ + γ
η−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ
ℓ+ 1
κΛ,ℓ
}
,(6.2)
whereby we noted that the denition of µλ,ℓ in (2.3) diretly implies that µλ,ℓ is independent of λ.
Clearly, the hotspot soure tra does not inuene the maximum segment utilization as long as
γ ≤ γth1,1 :=
β
2η
∑η
ℓ=0 g(ℓ, η)ν1,ℓ∑η
ℓ=1
ℓ
ℓ+1κ1,ℓ
(6.3)
and
γ ≤ γth1,Λ := β
∑η
ℓ=1
1
ℓ+1νΛ,ℓ∑η−1
ℓ=1
ℓ
ℓ+1κΛ,ℓ
.(6.4)
Thus, if γ ≤ γth1 = min(γth1,1, γth1,Λ), then all tra is served using shortest path routing.
We next note that Theorem 6.1 does not hold for the one-opy routing strategy. We therefore
bound the maximum segment utilization probability with one-opy routing by observing that (4.9)
together with Proposition 3.2 and (4.2) implies that asymptotially for all λ ∈ {1, . . . ,Λ}
(6.5) Pα
(
y
nλ
)
∼
1
2
−
1
2η
η−1∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η)µλ,ℓ.
Hene, Pα
(
y
nλ
)
is asymptotially onstant. Moreover, similar as in the single wavelength ase [62℄,
we have
(6.6) Pβ
(
y
nλ
)
≤ Pβ
(
y
NΛ
)
=
1
2
.
Therefore, the maximum segment utilization with one-opy routing is (approximately) bounded by
max
n∈{1,...,N}
max
λ∈{1,...,Λ}
P
(
y
nλ
)
≤
1
2
(α+ β + γ)−
α
2η
η−1∑
ℓ=0
g(ℓ, η)µ1,ℓ.(6.7)
Comparing (6.7) with (6.2) we observe that the maximum segment utilization with one-opy
routing is smaller than with shortest path routing if the following threshold onditions hold:
• If
∑η
ℓ=1
ℓ
ℓ+1κ1,ℓ >
1
2 , then set
γth2,1 =
β
2η
∑η
ℓ=0 g(ℓ, η)ν1,ℓ∑η
ℓ=1
ℓ
ℓ+1κ1,ℓ −
1
2
,(6.8)
otherwise set γth2,1 =∞.
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• If
∑η−1
ℓ=1
ℓ
ℓ+1κΛ,ℓ >
1
2 , then set
γth2,Λ := β
∑η
ℓ=1
1
ℓ+1νΛ,ℓ∑η−1
ℓ=1
ℓ
ℓ+1κΛ,ℓ −
1
2
,(6.9)
otherwise set γth2,Λ =∞.
If γ ≥ γth2 = max(γth2,1, γth2,Λ), then one-opy routing is employed.
For γ values between γth1 and γth2, the hotspot ould numerially evaluate the maximum seg-
ment utilization probability of shortest path routing with the derived approximations. The hotspot
ould also obtain the segment utilization probabilities with one-opy routing through disrete event
simulations to determine whether shortest path routing or one-opy routing of the hotspot tra is
preferable for a given set of tra parameter estimates.
7. Numerial and Simulation Results
In this setion we present numerial results obtained from the derived bounds and approximations
of the utilization probabilities as well as verifying simulations. We initially simulate individual,
stohastially independent pakets generated aording to the tra model of Setion 2 and routed
aording to the shortest path routing poliy. We determine estimates of the utilization probabilities
of the three segments
y
1 1,
y
ΛΛ, and
y
NΛ and denote these probabilities by p1s, pLs, and pNs. Eah
simulation is run until the 99% ondene intervals of the utilization probability estimates are less
than 1% of the orresponding sample means. We onsider a networks with Λ = 4 wavelength hannels
in eah ring diretion.
7.1. Evaluation of Segment Utilization Probability Bounds and Approximations for
Shortest Path Routing. We examine the auray of the derived bounds and approximations
by plotting the segment utilization probabilities as a funtion of the number of network nodes
N = 8, 12, 16, . . . , 256 and omparing with the orresponding simulation results. For the rst
set of evaluations, we onsider multiast tra with xed fanout µ1 = ν1 = κ1 = 1/4 and
µl = νl = κl = 3/(4(N − 2)) for l = 2, . . . , N − 1. We examine inreasing portions of hotspot
tra by setting α = 1, β = γ = 0 for Fig. 7.1, α = 0.6, β = 0.1, and γ = 0.3 for Fig. 7.2, and
α = 0.2, β = 0.2, and γ = 0.6 for Fig. 7.3. We onsider these senarios with hotspot tra dom-
inated by hotspot soure tra, i.e., with γ > β, sine many multiast appliations involve tra
distribution by a hotspot, e.g., for IP TV.
We also onsider a xed tra mix α = 0.2, β = 0.2, and γ = 0.6 for inreasing fanout. We
onsider uniast (UC) tra with µ1 = ν1 = κ1 = 1 in Fig. 7.4, mixed tra (MI) with µ1 = ν1 =
κ1 = 1/2 and µl = νl = κl = 1/(2(N − 2)) for l = 2, . . . , N − 1 in Fig. 7.5, multiast (MC) tra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Figure 7.1. Segment utilization probability as a funtion of number of Nodes N for
α = 1, β = 0, γ = 0, and µ1 = ν1 = κ1 = 1/4 and µl = νl = κl = 3/(4(N − 2)) for
l = 2, . . . , N − 1.
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Figure 7.2. Segment utilization probability as a funtion of number of Nodes N for
α = 0.6, β = 0.1, γ = 0.3, and µ1 = ν1 = κ1 = 1/4 and µl = νl = κl = 3/(4(N − 2))
for l = 2, . . . , N − 1.
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Figure 7.3. Segment utilization probability as a funtion of number of Nodes N for
α = 0.2, β = 0.2, γ = 0.6, and µ1 = ν1 = κ1 = 1/4 and µl = νl = κl = 3/(4(N − 2))
for l = 2, . . . , N − 1.
with µl = νl = κl = 1/(N − 1) for l = 1, . . . , N − 1 in Fig. 7.6, and broadast (BC) tra with
µN−1 = νN−1 = κN−1 = 1 in Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.4. Segment utilization probability as a funtion of number of Nodes N for
α = 0.2, β = 0.2, γ = 0.6, and uniast (UC) tra with µ1 = ν1 = κ1 = 1.
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Figure 7.5. Segment utilization probability as a funtion of number of Nodes N for
α = 0.2, β = 0.2, γ = 0.6, for mixed (MI) tra with µ1 = ν1 = κ1 = 1/2 and
µl = νl = κl = 1/(2(N − 2)) for l = 2, . . . , N − 1.
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Figure 7.6. Segment utilization probability as a funtion of number of Nodes N for
α = 0.2, β = 0.2, γ = 0.6, for multiast (MC) tra with µl = νl = κl = 1/(N − 1)
for l = 1, . . . , N − 1.
We observe from these gures that the bounds get tight for moderate to large numbers of nodes
N and that the approximations haraterize the atual utilization probabilities fairly aurately for
the full range of N . For instane, for N = 64 nodes, the dierene between the upper and lower
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Figure 7.7. Segment utilization probability as a funtion of number of Nodes N for
α = 0.2, β = 0.2, γ = 0.6, for broadast (BC) tra with µN−1 = νN−1 = κN−1 = 1.
bound is less than 0.06, for N = 128 this dierene shrinks to less than 0.026. The magnitudes
of the dierenes between the utilization probabilities obtained with the analytial approximations
and the atual simulated utilization probabilities are less than 0.035 for N = 64 nodes and less than
0.019 for N = 128 for the wide range of senarios onsidered in Figs. 7.17.7. (When exluding the
broadast ase onsidered in Fig. 7.7, these magnitude dierenes shrink to 0.02 for N = 64 nodes
and 0.01 for N = 128 nodes.)
For some senarios we observe for small number of nodes N slight osillations of the atual utiliza-
tion probabilities obtained through simulations, e.g., in Fig. 7.4(a) and 7.5(a). More speially, we
observe peaks of the utilization probabilities for odd η and valleys for even η. These osillations are
due to the disrete variations in the number of destination nodes leading to segment traversals. For
instane, for the hotspot soure uniast tra that aounts for a γ = 0.6 portion of the tra in
Fig. 7.4(a), the utilization of segment
y
1 1 is as follows. For even η, there are η/2 possible destination
nodes that result in traversal of segment
y
1 1, eah of these destination nodes ours with probability
1/(N − 1); hene, segment
y
1 1 is traversed with probability N/[2Λ(N − 1)]. On the other hand, for
odd η, there are (η + 1)/2 possible destination nodes that result in traversal of segment
y
1 1; hene,
segment
y
1 1 is traversed with probability (N + Λ)/[2Λ(N − 1)].
Overall, we observe from Fig 7.1 that for uniform tra, the three segments governing the max-
imum utilization probability are evenly loaded. With inreasing frations of non-uniform tra
(with hotspot soure tra dominating over hotspot destination tra), the segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4
experiene inreasing utilization probabilities ompared to segment
y
644, as observed in Figs. 7.2
and 7.3. Similarly, for the non-uniform tra senarios with dominating hotspot soure tra, we
observe from Figs. 7.47.7 inreasing utilization probabilities for the segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4 ompared
to segment
y
644 with inreasing fanout. (In senarios with dominating hotspot destination tra, not
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Figure 7.8. Maximum segment utilization probability as a funtion of fration of
hotspot soure tra γ (with α = 1 − β − γ) for shortest path (SP) and one-opy
routing (OC) for xed fration of hotspot tra β for uniast (UC) tra, mixed
(MI) tra, multiast (MC) tra, and broadast (BC) tra.
shown here due to spae onstraints, the utilization of segment
y
644 inreases ompared to segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4.)
In Figs. 7.3, 7.6, and 7.7, the utilization probabilities for segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4 exeed one half for
senarios with moderate to large numbers of nodes (and orrespondingly large fanouts), indiating
the potential inrease in multiast apaity by employing one-opy routing.
7.2. Comparison of Segment Utilization Probabilities for SP and OC Routing. In Fig. 7.8
we ompare shortest path routing (SP) with one-opy routing (OC) for uniast (UC) tra, mixed
(MI) tra, multiast (MC) tra, and broadast (BC) tra with the fanout distributions dened
above for a network with N = 128 nodes. The orresponding thresholds γth1 and γth2 are reported
in Table 1. For SP routing, we plot the maximum segment utilization probability obtained from the
analytial approximations. For OC routing, we estimate the utilization probabilities of all segments
in the network through simulations and then searh for the largest segment utilization probability.
Fousing initially on uniast tra, we observe that both SP and OC routing attain the same
maximum utilization probabilities. This is to be expeted sine the routing behaviors of SP and
OC are idential when there is a single destination on a wavelength. For β = 0.1, we observe with
inreasing portion of hotspot soure tra γ an initial derease, a minimum value, and subsequent
inrease of the maximum utilization probability. The value of the maximum utilization probability
for γ = 0 is due to the uniform and hotspot destination tra heavily loading segment
y
644. With
inreasing γ and onsequently dereasing α, the load on segment
y
644 diminishes, while the load on
segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4 inreases. For approximately γ = 0.4, the three segments
y
1 1,
y
4 4, and
y
644 are
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Fanout γth1 γth2
β = 0.1
UC 0.397 ∞
MI 0.059 7.32
MC 0.011 0.030
BC 0.0004 0.006
β = 0.2
UC 0.794 ∞
MI 0.118 14.64
MC 0.022 0.061
BC 0.0008 0.013
Table 1. Thresholds γth1 and γth2 for senarios onsidered in Fig. 7.8
about equally loaded. As γ inreases further, the segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4 experiene roughly the same,
inreasing load. For β = 0.2 we observe only the derease of the maximum utilization probability,
whih is due to the load on segment
y
644 dominating the maximum segment utilization. For this
larger fration of hotspot destination tra we do not reah the regime where segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4
govern the maximum segment utilization.
Turning to broadast tra, we observe that SP routing gives higher maximum utilization proba-
bilities than OC routing for essentially the entire range of γ, reahing utilization probabilities around
0.9 for high proportions of hotspot soure tra. This is due to the high loading of segments
y
1 1
and
y
4 4. In ontrast, with OC routing, the maximum segment utilization stays lose to 0.5, resulting
in signiantly inreased apaity. The slight exursions of the maximum OC segment utilization
probability above 1/2 are due to uniform tra. The segment utilization probability with uniform
tra is approximated (not bounded) by (6.5), making exursions above 1/2 possible even though
hotspot destination and hotspot soure tra result in utilization probabilities less than (or equal)
to 1/2.
For mixed and multiast tra, we observe for inreasing γ an initial derease, minimum value, and
subsequent inrease of the maximum utilization probability for both SP and OC routing. Similarly
to the ase of uniast tra, these dynamis are aused by initially dominating loading of segment
y
644, then a derease of the loading of segment
y
644 while the loads on segments
y
1 1 and
y
4 4 inrease.
We observe for the mixed and multiast tra senarios with the same fanout for all three tra
types onsidered in Fig 7.8 that SP routing and OC routing give essentially the same maximum
segment utilization for small γ up to a knee point in the SP urves. For larger γ, OC routing gives
signiantly smaller maximum segment utilizations. We observe from Table 1 that for relatively
large fanouts (MC and BC), the ranges between γth1 and γth2 are relatively small, limiting the need
for resorting to numerial evaluation and simulation for determining whether to employ SP or OC
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Figure 7.9. Maximum segment utilization probability as a funtion of fration of
hotspot soure tra γ. Fixed parameters: N = 128 nodes, β = 0.4, µl = 1/16 for
l = 1, . . . , 16.
Senario γth1 γth2
κd = 1
d = 127 0.122 0.283
d = 64 0.126 0.302
d = 1 0.972 ∞
νd = 1
d = 127 0.0017 0.028
d = 64 0.025 0.073
d = 1 0.212 0.456
Table 2. Thresholds γth1 and γth2 for senarios onsidered in Fig. 7.9
routing. For small fanouts (UC and MI), the γ thresholds are far apart; further rened deision
riteria for routing with SP or OC are therefore an important diretion for future researh.
We ompare shortest path (SP) and one-opy (OC) routing for senarios with dierent fanout
distribution for the dierent tra types in Fig. 7.9 for a ring with N = 128 nodes. We observe
from Fig. 7.9(a) that for hotspot soure tra with large fanout, SP routing ahieves signiantly
smaller maximum segment utilizations than OC routing for γ values up to a ross-over point, whih
lies between γth1 and γth2. Similarly, we observe from Fig. 7.9(b) that for small γ, SP routing ahieves
signiantly smaller maximum segment utilizations than OC routing for hotspot destination tra
with small fanout. For example, for uniast hotspot destination tra (i.e., ν1 = 1), for γ = 0.21,
SP routing gives a multiast apaity of CM = 3.72 ompared to CM = 3.19 with OC routing. By
swithing from SP routing to OC routing when the fration of hotspot soure tra γ exeeds 0.31,
the smaller maximum utilization probability, i.e., higher multiast apaity an be ahieved aross
the range of frations of hotspot soure tra γ.
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8. Conlusion
We have analytially haraterized the segment utilization probabilities in a bi-diretional WDM
paket ring network with a single hotspot. We have onsidered arbitrary mixes of uniast, multiast,
and broadast tra in ombination with an arbitrary mix of uniform, hotspot destination, and
hotspot soure tra. For shortest-path routing, we found that there are three segments that an
attain the maximum utilization, whih in turn limits the maximum ahievable long-run average
multiast paket throughput (multiast apaity). Through verifying simulations, we found that our
bounds and approximations of the segment utilization probabilities, whih are exat in the limit for
many nodes in a network with a xed number of wavelength hannels, are fairly aurate for networks
with on the order of ten nodes reeiving on a wavelength. Importantly, we observed from our segment
utilization analysis that shortest-path routing does not maximize the ahievable multiast paket
throughput when there is a signiant portion of multi- or broadast tra emanating from the
hotspot, as arises with multimedia distribution, suh as IP TV networks. We proposed a one-opy
routing strategy with an ahievable long run average multiast paket throughout of about two
simultaneous paket transmissions for suh distribution senarios.
This study foused on the maximum ahievable multiast paket throughput, but did not on-
sider paket delay. A thorough study of the paket delay in WDM ring networks with a hotspot
transporting multiast tra is an important diretion for future researh.
Appendix A. Definition of Enlarged and Redued Ring as well as of Left (A←λ )
and Right Shifting (A→λ ) of Set of Ative Nodes
In this appendix, we rst dene the enlarging and reduing of the set of "λ-ative nodes" Aλ :=
Fλ ∪{S}. Suppose that |Fλ| = ℓ. Depending on the setting, and with Mλ denoting the set of nodes
homed on a given wavelength λ, the set Fλ is hosen uniformly at random among
• all subsets ofMλ (uniform tra and for λ 6= Λ also hotspot destination and soure tra),
or
• all subsets of Mλ that ontain N (hotspot destination tra for λ = Λ sine N is always a
destination for hotspot destination tra), or
• all subsets of Mλ that do not ontain N (hotspot soure tra for λ = Λ sine N is always
the soure for hotspot soure tra).
Assuming S /∈ Mλ, we dene:
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enlarged ring: We enlarge the set Mλ by injeting an extra node homed on λ between ⌊S⌋λ
and ⌈S⌉λ (and orrespondingly Λ − 1 nodes homed on the other wavelengths). After a re-
numeration starting with 0 at the new node (whih is aordingly homed on wavelength
Λ after the re-numeration), we obtain MΛ,η+1 :=
{
mΛ
∣∣m ∈ {0, . . . , η}}. We dene the
enlarged set F+λ to equal the renumbered set Fλ united with the new node. This proedure
leads to a random set of ative nodes A+λ = F
+
λ that is uniformly distributed among all
subsets of MΛ,η+1 with ardinality (ℓ+ 1) ontaining node 0. Note that the largest gap of
the enlarged set is larger or equal to the largest gap of Aλ.
4=0X
3X
X 1
X 2
S
3X
enlarge
1X
2X
=
=2
=3
4
Λ
Λ
Λ
Λ
Figure A.1. Example of enlarging M3 for N = 16, Λ = 4. The sender homed
on wavelength 1 is represented by S in the left illustration. The nodes of M3 are
indiated by longer tik marks and the nodes of F3 are irled. The enlarged ring has
a total of N + Λ = 20 nodes, with η + 1 = 5 nodes homed on eah wavelength. The
added node on wavelength 3 is numbered with 0 and lies between the former ⌊S⌋λ
and ⌈S⌉λ.
redued ring: We transform the setMλ by merging the nodes ⌊S⌋λ and ⌈S⌉λ to a single ative
node (eliminating the Λ − 1 nodes inbetween). After re-numeration starting with 0 at this
merged node, we obtain an ative set A−λ on MΛ,η−1.
Depending on the ardinality of Fλ ∩ {⌊S⌋λ , ⌈S⌉λ} the new ative set A
−
λ has ℓ+ 1, ℓ, or
ℓ − 1 elements. More speially, if neither the left- nor the right-shifted soure node was
a destination node, then |A−λ | = ℓ + 1. If either the left- or the right-shifted soure node
was a destination node, then |A−λ | = ℓ. If both the left- and right-shifted soure node were
destination nodes, then |A−λ | = ℓ − 1. In eah of these ases A
−
λ is uniformly distributed
among all subsets of Mλ,η−1 with ardinality
∣∣A−λ ∣∣ that ontains node 0.
Observe that in all ases, the largest gap of A−λ is smaller or equal to the largest gap of Aλ.
We also dene the following transformations:
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3X =0X
X
X
3
1
2
S
reduce
1X
2X
=
=2
Λ
Λ
Figure A.2. Example of reduing for N = 16, Λ = 4. The sender is represented by
S and the nodes of M3 have longer tik marks. The nodes of F3 are irled. The
nodes ⌊S⌋λ and ⌈S⌉λ (as well as the 3 nodes inbetween) are merged into the node
numbered 0 in the right illustration.
Left (ounter lokwise) shifting: Sine S is uniformly distributed on {1, . . . , N}, the set
(A.1) A←λ := Fλ ∪ {⌊S⌋λ}
is a random subset ofMλ. We an think of A
←
λ as being hosen uniformly at random among
all subsets of Mλ having ardinality |A
←
λ | and subjet to the same onditions as Fλ.
Notie that |A←λ | = |Fλ| if ⌊S⌋λ ∈ Fλ and |A
←
λ | = |Fλ|+ 1 otherwise.
3X
X 1S
4=0X
X 2 3X
left shift
1X
2X
=
=2
=3
Λ
Λ
Λ
Figure A.3. Example of left shifting for N = 16, Λ = 4. The destination nodes
are irled on the left, and the ative nodes are irled on the right. The nodes are
renumbered after the shifting, starting with the former sender at 0. Also, the ative
nodes is renumbered, starting with X1 > 0, the rst ative node after the former
sender. The former sender is therefore the last ative node, i.e., X4 = 0.
Right (lokwise) shifting: Analogously we dene
(A.2) A→λ := Fλ ∪ {⌈S⌉λ} .
This is a random set hosen uniformly at random among all subsets ofMλ having ardinality
|A→λ | and subjet to the same onditions as Fλ.
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3X
X 1
X 2
S
3X =0
right shift
1X
2X
3
=2
= Λ
Λ
Λ
Λ
Figure A.4. Example of right shifting for N = 16, Λ = 4. After renumbering, the
former sender is X3 = 0.
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 5.1 on Bounds for Probability that CLG starts
at Node 0 for Hotspot Destination Traffi for λ = Λ
Proof. Conditioned on S ∈ MΛ, we obtain
(B.1) qℓβ (GΛ = 0 |S ∈ MΛ) =
1
ℓ+ 1
.
Hene, we only have to onsider the ase S /∈ MΛ. We will not expliitly write down this ondition.
Consider the right shifting and denote by G→Λ the starting point of the hosen largest gap of A
→
Λ .
Sine N ≡ 0 is the only xed ative node, the rst gap, i.e., {0, . . . ,XΛ,1}, is the only one that never
shrinks, while the last gap, i.e., {XΛ,ℓ+1, . . . , N}, is the only one that never grows. Therefore,
qℓβ (GΛ = 0) ≤ q
ℓ
β (G
→
Λ = 0) .(B.2)
For reasons of symmetry, we have
qℓβ (G
→
Λ = 0 | ⌈S⌉Λ /∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ
γ (GΛ = 0)
=
1
ℓ+ 1
,(B.3)
and
qℓβ (G
→
Λ = 0 | ⌈S⌉Λ ∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ−1
γ (GΛ = 0)
=
1
ℓ
.(B.4)
The remaining probabilities an be omputed as qℓβ (⌈S⌉Λ ∈ FΛ |S /∈ MΛ) =
ℓ
η
, leading to the desired
upper bound.
Analogously, the left shifting yields a lower bound, namely
qℓβ (GΛ = 0 | ⌊S⌋Λ 6= 0) ≥ q
ℓ
β (G
←
Λ = 0 | ⌊S⌋Λ 6= 0) .(B.5)
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Again for reasons of symmetry, we obtain
(B.6) qℓβ (G
←
Λ = 0 | ⌊S⌋Λ /∈ FΛ) =
1
ℓ+ 1
and
(B.7) qℓβ (G
←
Λ = 0 | ⌊S⌋Λ ∈ FΛ \ {0}) =
1
ℓ
.
Finally, we have, of ourse, qℓβ (⌊S⌋Λ ∈ FΛ |S /∈ MΛ) =
ℓ
η
and qℓβ (⌊S⌋Λ ∈ FΛ \ {0} |S /∈ MΛ) =
ℓ− 1. 
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 6.1 on the Maximal Segment Utilization
Proof. Due to Equation (4.23), we only have to prove the ase of drop wavelength Λ.
Corollary 3.2 tell us that it sues to onsider the ritial segments. Let n ≡ δΛ with 1 ≤ δ < η
be a ritial segment for Λ. Analogously to the proof of the domination priniple in [62℄, we redue
the domination priniple for hotspot destination tra to the statement
(C.1) qℓβ (n ≥ GΛ > n− Λ) ≥
1
η − δ
qℓβ (GΛ > n− Λ) ,
and for hotspot soure tra to:
(C.2) qℓγ (GΛ = n) ≥
1
η − δ
qℓγ (GΛ ≥ n) .
1 N
Figure C.1. Illustration of statement (C.1): the mean slope of a ertain period is
bigger or equal than the mean slope over all later periods
In the γ (hotspot soure tra) setting, we know that N is the sender, and thus AΛ ⊂ MΛ.
Hene, we do not need to onsider the nodes on the other drop wavelengths and the proof is exatly
the same as in the single wavelength ase [62℄, see also gure C.2.
We will now use the same strategy for the more ompliated proof in the β (hotspot destination
tra) setting. Let Kn denote the number of ative nodes nding themselves between the nodes N
and n (lokwise), i.e.,
(C.3) Kn := |AΛ ∩ {1, . . . , n − Λ}| .
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1 N
Figure C.2. Gamma setting: the usage probability stays onstant on non ritial edges
For k ∈ {0, . . . , (n− 1) ∧ (ℓ− 1)} we denote qℓ,kγ for the probability measure qℓγ onditioned on
Kn = k. We denote again n ≡ δΛ for δ ∈ {1, . . . , η − 1}. We will show that
(C.4) qℓβ (n− Λ < GΛ ≤ n) ≥
1
η − δ
qℓβ (GΛ > n− Λ) .
1 N
Figure C.3. Beta setting: the usage probability hanges along eah segment
In ase that S ∈ MΛ we an again use the proof of the one wavelength senario. This is also true
if S ∈ {1, . . . , n− Λ}, sine we do not laim anything about these nodes. Hene, we only have to
investigate the ase S ∈ {n− Λ + 1, . . . , N} \MΛ. From now on we assume this to be the ase.
We deompose the left hand side into two parts,
(C.5) qℓβ (n− Λ < GΛ ≤ n) = q
ℓ
β (GΛ = n) + q
ℓ
β (GΛ = S, n− Λ < S < n) .
For the rst summand of (C.5), we proeed similarly to the ase of a single wavelength, namely
qℓ,kβ (GΛ = n) = q
ℓ,k
β (GΛ = n, GΛ ≥ n, ⌊S⌋Λ 6= n, n ∈ FΛ)
= qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ = n
∣∣GΛ ≥ n, ⌊S⌋Λ 6= n, n ∈ FΛ)×
×qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ ≥ n
∣∣ ⌊S⌋Λ 6= n, n ∈ FΛ)
×qℓ,kβ (⌊S⌋Λ 6= n, n ∈ FΛ) .(C.6)
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We obtain
qℓ,kβ (GΛ = n |G ≥ n, ⌊S⌋Λ 6= n, n ∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ−k
β,N−n+Λ (GΛ = 1 | ⌊S⌋Λ 6= 1, 1 ∈ FΛ)
≥ qℓ−kβ,N−n+Λ (G
←
Λ = 1 | ⌊S⌋Λ 6= 1, 1 ∈ FΛ) .(C.7)
This probability an be omputed preisely
qℓ−kβ,N−n+Λ (G
←
Λ = 1 | ⌊S⌋Λ 6= 1, 1 ∈ FΛ)
= qℓ−k−1γ,N−n (GΛ = 0) q
ℓ−k
β,N−n+Λ (⌊S⌋Λ /∈ FΛ | ⌊S⌋Λ 6= 1, 1 ∈ FΛ) +
+qℓ−k−2γ,N−n (GΛ = 0) q
ℓ−k
β,N−n+Λ (⌊S⌋Λ ∈ FΛ | ⌊S⌋Λ 6= 1, 1 ∈ FΛ)
=
1
ℓ− k
(
1−
ℓ− k − 1
η − δ
)
+
1
ℓ− k − 1
ℓ− k − 1
η − δ
=
1
ℓ− k
(
1 +
1
η − δ
)
.(C.8)
We now use the fat that, onditionally on S ∈ {n− Λ + 1, . . . , N} \MΛ,
(C.9) qℓ,kβ (⌊S⌋Λ 6= n ∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ,k
β (⌊S⌋Λ 6= n) q
ℓ,k
β (n ∈ FΛ)
and
(C.10) qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ ≥ n
∣∣ ⌊S⌋Λ 6= n ∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ,k
β
(
GΛ ≥ n
∣∣n ∈ FΛ)
qℓ,kβ (⌊S⌋Λ 6= n)
.
Hene, we obtain with qℓ,kβ (n ∈ FΛ) =
ℓ−k−1
η−δ that
qℓ,kβ (GΛ = n) ≥
1
η − δ
qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ ≥ n
∣∣n ∈ FΛ)×(
1−
1
ℓ− k
)(
1 +
1
η − δ
)
.(C.11)
For the seond part of (C.5), we obtain
qℓ,kβ (GΛ ∈ Iδ \ n) = q
ℓ,k
β (GΛ = S, GΛ ≥ S, ⌈S⌉Λ = n, n /∈ FΛ)
= qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ = S
∣∣GΛ ≥ S, ⌈S⌉Λ = n, n /∈ FΛ)×
×qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ ≥ S
∣∣ ⌈S⌉Λ = n /∈ FΛ) qℓ,kβ (⌈S⌉Λ = n, n /∈ FΛ) .(C.12)
We have
qℓ,kβ (GΛ = S | GΛ ≥ S, ⌈S⌉Λ = n, n /∈ FΛ)
= qℓ−kβ,N−n+Λ (GΛ = S | ⌈S⌉Λ = 1, 1 /∈ FΛ) .(C.13)
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Now, we use that |A→Λ | = |FΛ + 1| for ⌈S⌉Λ /∈ FΛ. Hene, we obtain
qℓ−kβ,N−n+Λ (GΛ = S | ⌈S⌉Λ = 1, 1 /∈ FΛ)
≥ qℓ−kβ,N−n+Λ (G
→
Λ = 1 | ⌈S⌉Λ = 1, 1 /∈ FΛ)
= qℓ−k−1γ,N−n (GΛ = 0)
=
1
ℓ− k
.(C.14)
Note that, onditioned on S ∈ {n− Λ + 1, . . . , N} \MΛ, we have
(C.15) qℓ,kβ (⌈S⌉Λ = n /∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ,k
β (⌈S⌉Λ = n) q
ℓ,k
β (n /∈ FΛ)
and
(C.16) qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ ≥ S
∣∣ ⌈S⌉Λ = n /∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ,k
β
(
GΛ ≥ S
∣∣ ⌈S⌉Λ = n)
qℓ,kβ (n /∈ FΛ)
.
Summarizing, we obtain, using qℓ,kβ (⌈S⌉Λ = n) =
1
η−δ , that
qℓ,kβ (GΛ ∈ Iδ \ n) ≥
1
η − δ
1
ℓ− k
qℓ,kβ
(
GΛ ≥ S
∣∣ ⌈S⌉Λ = n) .(C.17)
It remains to show that
qℓ,kβ (GΛ > n− Λ) ≤
(
1−
1
ℓ− k
)(
1 +
1
η − δ
)
×
×qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ n |n ∈ FΛ) +
+
1
ℓ− k
(
1−
ℓ− k − 1
η − δ
)
×
×qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ S | ⌈S⌉Λ = n, n /∈ FΛ) .(C.18)
This an be shown by
qℓ,kβ (GΛ > n− Λ)
=
η−(ℓ−k)∑
i=δ
qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ iΛ |Xk+1 = iΛ) q
ℓ,k
β (Xk+1 = iΛ) +
+
Λ−1∑
λ=1
qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ iΛ− λ |Xk+1 = iΛ− λ) q
ℓ,k
β (Xk+1 = iΛ− λ)
≤
(
1−
1
ℓ− k
)
qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ n |Xk+1 = n) +
+
1
ℓ− k
qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ S | ⌈S⌉Λ = n) .(C.19)
For the last inequality, we used that for i ∈ {δ, . . . , η − 1} and λ ∈ {0, . . . ,Λ− 1}
qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ iΛ− λ |Xk+1 = iΛ− λ)
≤ qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ n− λ |Xk+1 = n− λ)(C.20)
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and, for reasons of symmetry,
(C.21) qℓ,kβ (Xk+1 ∈ FΛ) = 1−
1
ℓ− k
.
The last step we need is a omparison of (C.18) and (C.19). The only dierene arises, when both
of the events, {n ∈ FΛ} and {⌈S⌉Λ = n}, take plae. Then,
(C.22) qℓ,kβ (GΛ ≥ S | ⌈S⌉Λ = n ∈ FΛ) = q
ℓ,k
β (GΛ ≥ n | ⌈S⌉Λ = n ∈ FΛ) .
This ours with probability qℓ,kβ (n ∈ FΛ | ⌈S⌉Λ = n) =
ℓ−k−1
η−δ and explains the additional fator in
the deomposition (C.18). 
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